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Three of Zoustar’s best performers 
have been retired to stud in Australia, 
including triple Gr.1 winner Sunlight 
who heads to the Magic Millions 
National Broodmare Sale on the Gold 
Coast in July.

“She’s probably one of the highest-
credentialled mares to go for sale in 
Australia for a long, long time,” said 

ZOU-STAR TRIO RETIRED TO STUD

How have you spent lockdown? 
I have been watching plenty of replays to 
refresh my memory on all the key horses 
for when racing returns; making sure I 
know which fillies are on the cusp of black 
type too. As a punter, it will be fascinating 
to see if any of the angles I thought were 
there pre-lockdown remain.

What do you do away from racing? 
I listen to lots of music and play guitar at 
every given opportunity. I enjoy running 
(which has kept me sane – well sort of – 
the last few months) and playing football 
and golf. Sadly, weeks of staying at home 
hasn’t done much for my FIFA game. 
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Magic Millions’ managing director Barry 
Bowditch.

Zousain and Sun City will both now take 
up stallion duties, the former alongside 
his sire at Widden. Zoustar himself 
covered another full book of quality 
mares at Tweenhills this year and we 
cannot wait to see his first Northern 
Hemisphere offspring race in 2022.

Sunlight

Give us some horses to follow… 
Naturally, we are all excited about 
Kameko but I’ll pick Enemy as my colt 
to watch; he travelled like a very smart 
horse on debut and I think his pedigree 
blend will make him a miler. The scopey 
Run Wild is a filly to keep on side in mile 
to mile and a quarter Stakes races. 

A load of bull – one of our breeding males, Tweenhills Top Gear

Stud Secretary Karen Smith out photographing foals

Zoustar ex Lightening Quick filly

Check out our new Gallery showcasing foals  
by Tweenhills stallions:  
tweenhills.com/foal-gallery

TWEENHILLS  
FOAL GALLERY

Zoustar ex La Rioja colt Roaring Lion ex Kiyoshi filly

Roaring Lion ex Simple Verse filly

Roaring Lion ex Mountain Bell colt – one of the stars of our 

week hosting the Thoroughbred Tales account on Twitter 


